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“Consciousness is many levels”, 376
consciousness revision quotes, 241, 244, 374–375, 378–379, 396
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definition and awareness meaning, 214–222, 230–238

definition and general-state meaning, 375, 383

definition and inner-awareness meaning, 238
definition and interpersonal meaning, 26–28, 34–38
definition and personal meaning, 87, 91–100
definition discussion, 2, 17, 20, 91, 187–189
definition per Dewey, 17–18, 20, 26–27, 37–38
double consciousness definition, 315–317
dream consciousness, 400
false consciousness, 399–403
false consciousness quote, 396, 398, 399
“internal knowledge or conviction”, 87–89, 94, 104–105, 222–224
literary sense of conscious, 70
obvolute label usage, 30–31, 47
personal per, 109
phenomenological definition, 118
philosophical definition, 219–220
privacy to knowledge", 36–37, 44–45
quotes as general state, 395
quotes as inner awareness, 246–248
reactance definition, 270–271
reliance on definition, 22
revision and awareness meaning, 222–223
revision and general-state meaning, 240, 253–254, 374–381, 383, 396–399
revision and interpersonal meaning, 27–31
revision and personal meaning, 93–100
revision quotes as general state, 374–381, 396–399
revision quotes as inner awareness, 228, 233–237, 247–248
revision quotes as personal awareness, 228–229
revision quotes as poetic, 112
revision quotes as unitive, 231–232, 235–237, 305–314
revision quotes conflating, 100–103, 104–105, 240–244, 254–258
revision quotes’ personal referents, 103–106
revision quotes’ time span, 104–105
revision referral footnotes, 259–261
senses of consciousness, 34–38
split consciousness, 267–268
state definition, 269, 271
states of consciousness. See states of consciousness
stream of consciousness definition, 275, 287, 288
unitive “conscious personalities”, 347, 353
pain, 100–103
parents. See children and parents
perception–consciousness subsystem
hyperarhesis definition, 154
inner awareness and Freud, 101, 161
unitive tertiary consciousness, 366–369
perceptual awareness
as awareness analogy, 168–172
bodily experiential stream, 154–157, 169
change needed for awareness, 243–244
of conscious psychical processes, 300
consciousness producing, 233, 258
consciousness versus, 250–251
direct perception of Gibson, 178, 180–181
experiential stream, 169–170, 244
inner awareness as, 236
inner awareness connection, 258–261, 267
inner awareness necessity, 117, 182, 346
instinct, 170–171
interpersonal meaning and, 34–35
nonsensory awareness, 431–438
OED revision and, 247–251
of private experiences, 166–167
psychosomatic molar process, 244
“resonance” of Gibson, 180
seeing double, 264–265
self-reflexivity, 115–116
silent voices, 334–335
state consciousness of O’Shaughnessy, 444–445, 447
thunder clap, 281–282
unconscious perceptions, 176–179, 183
visual. See visual-perceptual system
personal awareness in OED revision quotes, 228–229
personal meaning
awareness meaning and, 101, 105, 111, 225–229
bodily experiential stream, 154–157
complexity of, 141–144
conscience versus, 126–130
conscious and consciousness, 109–110
definition, 86–90
firsthand experiences, 89, 90, 95, 97, 100–101, 145–146, 161, 163
inner-awareness shadings, 94
interpersonal parallels, 26, 28, 41–45, 73–74, 110, 119–120, 147
Lewis dual personhood, 111, 112–120, 144–145
Lewis “internal witness”, 119, 144–147
Lewis intrapersonal together, 108–110, 112–113
Lewis self-conscious, 110–116
OED definition, 87–89, 91–93
personal meaning (cont.)

OED “internal knowledge or conviction”, 87–89, 94, 103–106
OED revision and, 93–100, 224–225
OED revision quotes conflating, 100–103, 104–105
OED revision vs. previous editions, 91–93
personal per OED, 109
personification and self-consciencing, 120–127
reality and subjectivity, 151–154
reflexive nature of humanity, 112–116
reflexive vs. self-reflexive, 114–116
self-consciencing and self-witnessing, 148–151
self-reflexive not dual personhood, 117–120
solitary or not, 86–87
stimulus information pickup, 171, 176–183
support of concept, 108
unconsciousness, 114–141
virtue and self-consciencing, 126, 128, 130–134
personal power, 99–100, 102
personification
consciousness and, 120–127
influencing consciousness, 313–314
OED revision definition, 122
phenomenology
consciousness as, 118
inner awareness account, 117
inner witness, 145
phenomenological per OED, 118
Philosoph. label of OED
datum of consciousness, 263
general-state meaning, 384, 386–392
inner-awareness meaning, 231–232, 237–240
philosophical definition, 219–220
state of consciousness, 269
poetical concepts. See figurative concepts
Popper, Karl R., 288–296
popular culture stream of consciousness, 286–289
power. See personal power
The Prelude (Wordsworth), 309–310
primary consciousness
awareness and, 359
hypercathexis, 358
inner awareness, 292–296, 297, 298, 299
unitive meaning, 372–373
primary object, 115
The Principles of Psychology (James), 25, 277
privacy
inner awareness of another’s stream, 196, 329
public observation of private experiences, 158–161
problem solving
other-personal consciousness, 340
Popper stream of consciousness, 289–296
projects underway
imprisonment, 102
larger purpose, 103
work, 97
“pseudo” instances of consciousness
consciousness, examples, 33
divinity. See divine powers
OED definition, 33
personification, 120–127
Psychol. label of OED
general-state meaning, 376–377
inner-awareness meaning, 257–240, 245
non-psychological origins, 434–434
state of consciousness, 269
stream of consciousness, 276
psychological research
advancing consciousness, 76
behaviorist revolution, 9–11, 14–17, 385–386, 389
common-sense framework, 4–7, 15–16, 17
comprehensiveness needed, 14–17, 18–19, 22–23
denial of experience, 6–7, 118, 163, 168
dissociation in, 9–11
first- vs. third-person approach, 161–161, 182,
310, 388–389, 390, 392
general-state studies, 382, 385–386, 387, 418–419
natural science per Freud, 303
organizational management of, 11–14, 36
responsibilities of, 7–11, 31–33
simplification of concepts, 107–108
unconsciousness via instrumentation, 330
raised consciousness. See consciousness-raising
rereactance definition, 270–271
The Rediscovery of the Mind (Searle), 386
research. See psychological research
retrowarenase
estrangement from consciousness, 324–327
from the inside, 326–327
inner-awareness meaning, 315–317, 322–323, 327
sensory deficit, 334
stream of consciousness per James, 282
unitive meaning of Locke, 318, 323–324, 325–327
samādhi, 271–272
schizophrenic reports
dissociation, 149
silent voices, 334, 335–337
scientific vocabulary. See language about
consciousness
“sciouness” of James, 280–281
Searle, John R.
brain and philosophy, 384, 386–392
consciousness definition, 392–393
perceptual experiences, 180
states of consciousness, 395
**Index**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Secondary Consciousness</th>
<th>Intelect, 176–177</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hypercathexis, 358</td>
<td>Perception, 177–183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner Awareness, 292–296, 297, 298–299, 359, 360</td>
<td>Stream of consciousness. See also experiential stream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unitive Meaning, 366–367, 372</td>
<td>Description by James, 13, 21, 28–29, 407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Witting Inner Awareness, 362</td>
<td>Dreaming sleep and, 289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Consciring, 362–363</td>
<td>Experiential Stream Versus, 275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Intimation, 362–363</td>
<td>False Consciousness, 399–403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Judgment, 125–126, 148–151</td>
<td>General-State Needing, 409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Witnessing, 90–91</td>
<td>OED Definition, 275, 287, 288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sellars, Wilfrid, 8</td>
<td>OED Quotes, 275–282, 283–286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexuality</td>
<td>Popular Culture Usage, 286–293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain Reflecting Consciousness Of, 100–103</td>
<td>Problem Solving per Popper, 292–296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personification of Consciousness, 123</td>
<td>Thunder Clap, 281–282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silent Voices Heard, 334–338</td>
<td>Unitary Stream of Consciousness, 244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sin and Adam's Guilt, 98</td>
<td>Superiority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep. See Normal Waking State</td>
<td>Personal Power, 99–100, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart, J. J. C., 5</td>
<td>Personal Superiority, 98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tao Te Ching (Lao Tzu)**

Consciring as Taoism, 62–69

Interpersonal Consciring, 69–72 as political anarchism, 67–68

Wu Wei and Civic Service, 316–317

Wu Wei Introduction, 58–59

Wu Wei Leadership, 59–62

Terms. See Language about Consciousness

Tertiary Consciousness

Hypercathexis, 357, 358

Inner Awareness, 292–296, 297, 298, 367–368

Time Element, 360–366

Unitive Meaning, 366–369, 372

Witting Inner Awareness, 362

The Therapy of Desire: Theory and Practice in Hellenistic Ethics (Nussbaum), 6

Thoughts

Problem Solving, 140

Reality of, 396, 397–398

Self-created vs. Rising Up, 337

Thunder Clap, 281–282

time element

Consciousness per Haggstrom, 134

Consciousness per James, 278–279, 316

Experiential Stream, 165, 230, 273, 329

General-State Meaning, 440

Imprisonment, 102

Interpersonal Meaning, 82–85

Killing Time, 106

Larger Purpose, 103

Memories of Self, 309–310

OED Revision Quotes, 104–105

Personal Identity Over Time, 321–322, 327, 344

Split Consciousness, 268

Tertiary Consciousness, 360–361
time element (cont.)
unconscious mental modifications, 205–206
unitive meaning, 316
working on project, 97

truth. See falsity

unconsciousness

"conscious implies unconscious", 134–137
consciousness instantiation, 131–134
experiential stream, 166, 409
Freud and unconscious consciousness, 365–366
Freud mental events, 167, 330–331, 341, 351, 356
Freud unconscious emotions, 106, 364
Freudian for depersonalization, 310
general-state meaning, 391, 409, 417
Gibson on awareness, 181
Hamilton on cognitions, 199
Hamilton states off, 200
non-conscious experiences, 345–348
nonexistence of, 115–116, 167
not mental phenomenon, 202–204
perceptual awareness, 169–170
Popper problem solving, 294
Searle non-consciousness, 391
self-consciring and, 134–141
third-person approach, 310
unconscious mental modifications, 205–208, 209–210
unconscious perceptions, 176–177, 181
unconscious wishes, 355, 364–365
unitive meaning and, 319
"why he was miserable", 102–103
The Undiscovered Self (Jung), 267–268
unitary stream of consciousness, 244, 276
unitive meaning

* anima mundi of James, 307–309
* awareness meaning as, 319
definition, 304–307
definitional attempts, 315–321
depersonalization, 325–334
double consciousness, 314–317, 323–327, 332–333
estrangements from consciousness, 324–327
experiential stream attribution, 318–341
experiential stream basis, 350, 354
Freud as intrinsic theorist, 359–362
Freud’s hypercathexis, 354–359, 368–369, 371–372
influencing consciousness, 311–314
inner awareness basis, 344, 351–355
inner awareness duality, 347–348
Locke unitive meaning, 231–232, 305–307, 318, 320–324, 325–327
non-conscious experiences, 345–348
OED "conscious personalities", 347, 353
OED definition, 235–236

OED revision quotes, 231–232, 235–237, 305–314
OED revision vs. previous, 304–307, 374
retrowareness. See retrowareness
substance of Armstrong, 341–345
tertiary consciousness. See tertiary consciousness
Transcendental Ego of Kant, 348–352
witting awareness. See witting inner-awareness

Velmans, M., 247
Virgil’s *Aeneid*, 123
virtue and self-consciring, 126, 128, 130–134
visual-perceptual system

awareness blindness, 115–116
objects disappearing test, 370–371
public observation of private experiences, 158–161
retrowareness, 334
seeing double, 264–265
seeing straightforward vs. reflective, 346
self and environment, 198
vocabulary. See language about consciousness
volition

consciousness definition, 188, 189–190, 214, 221, 238, 245
consciousness instantized, 188–189
consciousness per Huxley, 246
OED consciousness, 220–221, 238, 245, 246, 252, 274
unconscious per Hagstrom, 116

wakesfulness. See normal waking state
wants as consciousness, 96
Whittier, John Greenleaf, 316–317
will and intention, 274. See also volition
wishes unconscious, 355, 364–365
Wittgenstein, Ludwig, 14–15
witting inner-awareness

cognizance of occurrence, 290–292, 299
as consciousness, 384–385
consciousness per Freud, 367, 368, 369–373
problem solving, 291, 294
unitive meaning, 362–366
Woodruff Smith, David, 190
Wordsworth, William, 309, 323
working on project, 97
worthlessness as consciousness, 95, 224
wu wei
civic service and, 316–317
definition, 60, 62
secrets as good, 59–62
* Tao Te Ching* introduction, 58–59

Yahweh. See divine powers